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was a public place and that he could not control who 
entered the club and that the only thing this date had cost 
him was a cup of coffee. He further stated that FRIEDMAN 
and ROSSELLI "wanted to do some business" but stated he' 
would conduct no business with either individual and further 
that he did not desire to be seen talking with them. He 
stated he knew ROSSELLI's reputation and FRIEDMAN's reputation 
as "figuring with a sharp pencil, II and he would have nothing 
to do with either of them. 

The Las Vegas Office advised that DEAN WILLIAMS is 
an old-time gambler from the Fort Worth-Midland, Texas, area 
who has been in Las Vegas for the past five years and that 
he, in all probability, will be associated with BINION in the 
Horseshoe Club when BINION takes this club over from EDWARD 
LEVINSON. The Las Vegas Office furnished no information 
concerning the identity of the two unknown individuals with 
FRIEDMAN and ROSSELLI. 

On February 18, 1964, BETSY DUNCAN, PCI, advised 
that she had several dinner dates with STANLEY PARKER during 
thel first part of February. She said PARKER arrived in Los 
Angeles on Monday, February 3, 1964, and stayed at the Beverly 
Hills Hotel and was still here on February 12, 11964, but she 
believes he left shortly after this date. He was accompanied" 
by a man named ZUCKERMAN, "~who was from Chicago. DUNCAN stated 
that PARKER was using ROSSELLI's car and that when she was 
riding in this car with PARKER, she told PARKER to be sure 
and wipe all of her fingerprints off the car because she 
did not want to be implicated with ROSSELLI in anything. 
DUNCAN did not know why PARKER and ZUCKERMAN were in Los 
Angeles. She recalled that PARKER and ZUCKERMAN were in 
Las Vegas the week end of February 8, 1964. 

DUNCAN said that on the evening of February 3, 1964, 
she, STANLEY PARKER, ZUCKERMAN, MAURICE H. FRIEDMAN, and 
a dark-haired girl friend, JiWK BARENFELD, and a couple of 
other persons were at the Casa de Oro Restaurant for dinner. 
MAURICE H. FRIEDMAN and his girl friend left early stating 
FRIEDMAN had to catch a plane for New York, and the girl 
friend was going to drive him to the airport. FRIEDMAN 
also said that ROSSELLI had left earlier for New York. The 
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